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I must thank Brian Kelly
for the introduction to the notion of the
patient search. Something that I, for the
longest while, imagined was always a patient
search for ‘something’. For the final, perfect,
architectural object. The final utopia. The
perfect thesis. To some degree, it is, but as
opposed to being a means to an end, in my
mind it now becomes a means to always
continue working, seeking, and learning.
Through the process of the patient search and
exploration throughout London, I’ve come
to understand my own thought processes
and ways of experiencing, interpreting, and
understanding the built world in all of it’s
exquisite complex fragments as something that
is never to be fully understood, but to always
be incomplete, immersive, and in constant
motion.
Thank you for joining me in a most
unconventional thesis format, allowing me the
room to explore, fail, and build a meaningful
understanding of the world through my own
eyes; while providing supportive guidance and
engaging in inspiring dialogue.

Architecture truly is a sum of everything, and
nothing at all.
It is important to state that this document will
be formatted such that the material, concepts,
exploration, and methodologies present
throughout both fall semester and spring
semester of thesis represents two distinct parts.
These two parts are not distinct in the way that
the second semester negates the importance
of explorations of the first semester, but such
that there is a distinct point of time between
the two semesters which my understanding of
urbanity (or the city), experience, academia,
history, architecture, and life fundamentally
metamorphosed. As Koolhaas’ initial
expectations of the wall which divided
Berlin had been rendered overwhelmingly
understated, so too were my ideas of the
city of London, an elusive sublimity that is
a fragmented city of endless narrative and
unfathomable complexity. It has changed my
understanding of all things.

POST
LONDON

PRE
LONDON

I have returned from my time abroad and in
reflection I’ve discovered that much of what I
had stated in the “Fall Semester Pre-London
Trip” Abstract, still holds true in certain
ways. What I was describing or envisioning
was a complex system formed through the
use of principles of the Russian avant-garde,
kinetic social collective notions and systems
of Cedric Price, and the cellular but cohesive
imaginations of Koolhaas’ Exodus. However,
much of what I was looking to produce
through the overlaid system of Fun Palace
Architectons, already exists in the true essence,
sheer richness, and complexities of London.
I was originally wrong in that my initial
imagined reality of London was comprised
of a thick layer of predilections and what I
could find from afar through technology and
the likes of Google Earth. Before leaving, I
knew that what I had proposed would likely be
dismantled upon arrival. “I model and present
this current project framework with the honest
naivety and optimism that is almost required
of a student, a dreamer, a traveler. “ I took on
the responsibility, and accepted that. This was
a necessary process of a patient search that has
led me to develop a layered methodological
process through which I have built an

SPRING SEMESTER POST-LONDON
|
REFLECTION & RECONSIDERATION
|
(WRITTEN SPRING, 2019)

(WRITTEN FALL, 2018)
|
BUILDING LENS, FRAMEWORK, &
TECHNIQUE
|
FALL SEMESTER PRE-LONDON

I model and present this current project
framework with the honest naivety and
optimism that is almost required of a student,
a dreamer, a traveller. To be open to all
things such that they may be considered,
reconsidered, and critiqued in a way that is
productive toward the development of my
analysis of our current urban glass menageries.
A collection of ‘precious’ objects, with similar
purposes, exclusivities, and agendas. The
city is a place which must be re-inhabited,
reinvigorated, and re-imagined to become
a place of ever-moving and fragmented
narrative, open to total participation,
interpretation, and design by all. The city must
move beyond an expensive land for towering
business empires mixed with patronizing
pocket parks for the public’s use. There must
be some type of total collective system which
might re-imagine the existing as a near-future
form of work, play, and living. One which
includes towers of programmed nothingness,
bridges in constant construction, facades
which reveal total and constant activity, and
technology which frees work and play from
location dependencies, and value-oriented
specificities. One open to a productive
towering Babylon of individuality, an endless

understanding of London. It is a system
of experience, perception, memory, and
recapitulation through exploratory mediums
historically and intrinsically bound within
architectural discourse and academia at
its core: drawing, sketching, illustration,
experience, event, and each place that I have
traveled to and visited this semester. Traveling
with the fervor of a Koolhaasian paranoid
tourist, and the unquenchable excitement of
a student on the modern day Grand Tour,
I have explored the depths of architectural
experience, place, event, perception, memory,
montage and imagination as potential for
a speculative remapping of my growing
familiarity. It is through my eyes: experiences,
past knowledge, and present research, that I
have built upon the history of the architectural
capriccio, grand tour travel journal, and
cadavre exquis - exquisite corpse. These
items coming together to form a memory
palace, a John Soane, Joseph Gandy, Nicholas
Hawksmoor imaginary of sorts. Drawn
architectural fragments and artifacts of this
imaginary are brought to life through a
multiplicity of techniques and mediums: both
analogue and digital as a modern extension of
the Grand Tour as critique on contemporary
methods of academia and thesis.

First semester has now come to a close. What
I have discovered through the development
of this thesis proposal and research thus far, is
that architecture has the robust ability to act
as facilitator, framework, scaffolding, stage set,
apparatus, void, actor in a greater narrative.
Architecture is not required to be a wall, a
solid monolith, a self-indulgent sculpture,
monument, or controlling deterministic
enclosure, but that architecture might be a grid
of endless potential and continual self-editing;
an architecture which enables the individual
and the collective. Architecture as social
condenser can allow for a freedom of choice.
It may be open to all possibilities, and never
stuck on one finite form or function. To see
what potential such an architectural system
might offer a proposal as urban critique within
the City of London, I am studying relevant
material and precedent projects during
this first semester. I will have developed a
particular language, framework, lens, and set
of techniques before my field trip to London,
through the study of the Russian avant-garde,
suprematism, utopia, and heterotopia, among
other items of research.

city, against hierarchy of program, for mixing
previously unexpected adjacencies, with aim
of a more dynamic narrative constructed of
mixed fragments, unique actor participants,
and adaptable stage-sets.

This antithesis:
I have learned to live within my research. This
provides a strong potential as an alternative
method for conducting thesis explorations and
evidence that the Grand Tour is still effective
in a time where the technology purports to
offer experience of place without occupation of
place. That researching a particular location,
declaring a particular set of problems, and
offering a solution to those problems all from a
distance may not be the best or only method.

an argument against the enclosure. an
argument for the plane.
against the formal modern building, for the
void.
against division, for juxtaposed adjacencies.
against the exterior, for the endless interior.
against the appropriated, for the black square.
against the monument, for the fragments.
against the prescriptive, for the
unconventional.
against the technocratic, for the everyday user.
against continuity, for spatial disjunction.
against the wall for stage sets.
against the static, for the dynamic.
against the elite, for the collective individual.
against the familiar, for the strange.
against the predictable, for the unexpected.
against tradition, for reinvention.
against consistency, for plurality.
against predetermined use, for an evolving
collective narrative.

challenges the current
set of norms, definitions
and execution of present
university thesis via a
speculative extension and
practice of the grand tour
and travel journal through
a montaging of mediums,
experiences, methods, and
techniques.

This thesis seeks:

INTRO
DUC
TION

This semester has resulted in a layered and
created methodological process through which
I have built an understanding of London. It is
a system of experience, perception, memory,
and recapitulation through exploratory
mediums historically and intrinsically bound
within architectural discourse and academia
at its core: drawing, sketching, illustration,
experience, event, perception, memory, and
narrative to name just a few. It is a daily
temporal dance, weaving each experience,
event, and each place that I have traveled to and
visited this semester. Traveling with the fervor
of a koolhaasian paranoid tourist, and the
unquenchable excitement of a student on the
modern-day Grand Tour, I have explored the
depths of architectural experience, place, event,
perception, memory, montage, and imagination
as potential for a speculative re-mapping of
my growing familiarity. It is through my eyes:
experiences, past knowledge, and present
researchm that I have built upon the history
of the architectural capriccio, grand tour travel
journal, and cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse).
These items come together to form a memory
palace, John Soane, Joseph Gandy, Nicholas
Hawksmoor imaginary.

Learning to live within my research has proven
vital throughout this second semester. It
provides a strong potential for an alternative
method for conducting thesis explorations
and evidence that the Grand Tour is still
effective in a time where technology purports
to offer experience of place without actual
occupation of place. That researching a
particular location, declaring a particular set
of problems, and accompanying solutions to
those problems all from a distance may not
actually be the best or only method to conduct
university thesis.
This antithesis challenges the current set of
norms, definitions and execution of present
university thesis via a speculative extension
and practice of the grand tour and travel
journal through a montaging of mediums,
methods, and techniques.
The Antithesis:
thesis explorations, the concepts and
techniques behind Cut-Ups, fragments,
collage, montage, cadavre exquis, and grand
tour travel journal come together to form the
main argument of this particular antithesis.

Equipped with a desire to deploy a proposal
in the City of London, I must also admit and
acknowledge particular items tied to my own
naivety and imagination. I am going to the
City of London with a particular reality in my
mind. This reality may be over-romanticized

This proposal is NOT meant to offer a solution
to the present uncertainty in particular
parliamentary proceedings, nor a future
direction for Britain as an entity, identity, or
nation. It utilizes the rich present narrative
of Brexit, with its heightened uncertainties
and unstable socio-political underpinnings
as a vehicle to explore the aforementioned

The particular system I refer to is that of
the present urban city center. Commercial
metropolises of today. As the profession of
architecture looks to the future, how might
the city be re-imagined in a time where
technology continues to free humans from
particularities of the traditional notion of
“work”, such as location, program, form?
Certainly it isn’t such that the canvas of the
city should be scraped and gouged to its
original Richter (f1) white-painted base,
a tabula-rasa, from which to begin again.
Perhaps it isn’t a physical erasure that I must
equip myself with, but a methodological one.
A lens through which I can develop my own
methods of seeing the existing city as well as
new fragments with which to build new; pieces
without particular qualities, objects without
particular qualities. Items to construct,
compose, paint and build with, which when
released, into existing urban contexts, causes
a moment’s explosion of contemplation,
question, and reconsideration of the existing;

formal immovable stage sets and all. But
all built objects that exist within the city
exist with a motive, an agenda, brought into
existence by someone or something, with
tendencies of variable immovability. To
introduce objective-less elements, new stage
sets upon which participants are freed to
act in different ways, allowing for a new
reconsideration of the existing city, and new
narratives altogether. This might produce
a potential for the freedom to work, play,
and participate in the environment of an
endless city always in motion; a Fun Palace.
“A pleasure network… (which) can establish
distances and locations directly related at any
time to social capabilities and appetites if it is
not integrated with other required networks.”
(2) A system that takes root along the wall
of old, a wall fallen into disrepair throughout
time. The proposal will look to embody the
sense of collective social purpose of Leonidov,
the utility and leisure of Fun Palace, the
weightless and infinite qualities of Khidekel,
the collective motion of Leonidov, and the
abstracted forms of Malevich. An affirmation
for a new, the existing will likely follow the
path of Piranesi’s projected ruins, as the new
continuous proposal will remain dancing
in constant, infinite, motion and collective
progress.

The drawn architectural fragments and artifacts
displayed at the end of this thesis document
are brought to life through a multiplicity of
techniques and mediums: both analogue and
digital. The drawings dance to tell a story; just
one particular story in an infinite existence of
many, through projected animation and film in
an exhibition format and display. Bridging the
gap between first and second semester of my

INTRO
DUC
TION

In any sense of the action, ‘to perform’ is
inextricably bound to an object, individual, or
entity which acts. In order for such an entity
to perform in any given way, that entity must
participate. Participation, once fulfilled by an
acting performer, infers that such a performer
acts within an overall system. In most cases,
the system precedes the performer, but the
performer being a part of the existing system
holds the ability to perform in particular
ways: to voluntarily perform in accordance
to, to perform in spite of, or to perform in
accordance to an ‘other’.

techniques which have been used to create
a modern extension of the grand tour travel
journal.
Through the use of the Internet and various
other mediums of research, I had initially pieced
together a particular imagined manifestation
of what I thought the city of London was,
along with what I believed were the present
issues existing within the city, with a loose
focus on housing issues. By doing so I severely
undermined the true qualities, character, issues,
and complex existence of present-day London.
I also undercut the potential to build my own
accurate understanding and interpretation of
place via direct experience. That being stated,
this realization allowed for the Grand Tour
abroad to be incredibly fruitful in developing a
critical position on the present role of university
thesis, and my speculative extension of the
grand tour.

MY FIELD TRIP
Purpose & Methodology

My understanding of the city, both
architecturally and spatially, can only be
expressed and explored through an exquisitecorpse mentality, mirroring acts of direct
experience, memory, and a growing familiarity.
Therefor, the project in scope can only represent
my particular perceived reality of the city. In
other words one version of a city constructed via
memory and experience spanning event-timespace, constructed during this spring semester
of 2019. This fragmented ‘memory’ of the city
will be shown through collected observations
and experiences. Collection methods happen
via a Grand Tour and Travel Journal process.
This process will look to span all potential
methods of observation, memory, recollection,
and design as I travel throughout London.

PIRANESI
Carceri & Campo Marzio dell’ Antica Roma
Throughout the second semester, I was heavily
considering the concept of place, and what that
might mean to the building of each particular
fragment I harvest or create. This would
begin to hold the essence of each place as the
visceral sort of experience at each event, place,
and location I observe and sketch as an act of
perception and design through sketching.

individual fragments, I must grow to understand
that there truly is no “center”, nor is there any
particular beginning or end. I needed to shift
my understanding of time as well, from a linear
construct to that of a thickened layered element,
and each fragmented place became one single
layer as possible existence in a location at the
moment I documented it through sketching.
Carceri becomes a methodological critique
on the concept of a “center”. This critique I
have understood and adopted as a part of my
process this Spring semester. If the concept of
place is inherently associated with the center,
then Carceri, with its constant metamorphosis
of space, is a “systematic criticism of the
concept of center” (and) if the concern for the
concept of place has resulted in the need for
a concise language of architecture, then the
ecstatic intertwining of superstructures, the
undermining of the laws of perspective and
thus the potential liberation of form - or rather
liberation from form - of the Carceri presents
an ‘unequivocal attack on the language insofar
as it is a mode of acting upon the world” And if
the legitimacy of the concept of place is justified
in terms of the subject’s dependence on history
and nature, then, in the “negative utopia” of the
Carceri, “History and Nature become detached
from the subject, not to open up a new universe
of values, but rather to present this radical
divergence as the only possible value.” (14)
This concept of place not as center also offers a
sort of placelessness to the location in question
which also begs or requires a sort of subversion
14. Wang, Jun-Yang. “Piranesi, Koolhaas, and the Subversion of the
Concept of Place.” http://arkitekturforskning.net/na/article/download/593/541.

| 4. ‘...In my eyes, the wall also forever
severed the connection between importance
|3. ‘...On the same level of negative revelation,
the wall also, in my eyes, made a total mockery
of any of the emerging attempts to link form
to meaning in a regressive chain-and-ball
relationship…. I would never again believe in
form as the primary vessel of meaning.’|
| 2. ‘...The wall suggested that architecture’s
beauty was directly proportional to its horror.’|
| 1. ‘...The Berlin Wall was a very graphic
demonstration of the power of architecture
and some of its unpleasant consequences.
Were not division, enclosure (i.e.
imprisonment), and exclusion - which defined
the wall’s performance and explained its
efficiency - the essential stratagems of any
architecture?’ |
KOOLHAAS’ FIELD TRIP
-REVERSE EPIPHANIES| And there was more: in spite of its apparent
absence of program, the wall-in its relatively
short life-had provoked and sustained an
incredible number of events, behaviors and
effects. |
separate, swallowing for instance, a church.
Sometimes the fencing would surround, like
a tiger cage in a circus, a forlorn satellite of
Westerness so that a nine-year-old could
bicycle to school every morning. |

Piranesi’s work with the Carceri and Campo
Marzio dell’ Antica Roma provided important
concept of place and space that allowed me to
partake in my own critical grand tour. To fully
understand London as an endless series of

| This was the schematic profile. But in acts
of obvious realism, it was not imposed on the
city as a consistent formula. The wall swelled
to assume its maximum identity wherever
possible, but along more than half its length,
its regularity was compromised in a series of
systematic adaptations that accommodated
existing urban incidents or dimensional
conflicts. Sometimes the parallel layers of the
wall would separate, swallowing for instance, a
church. Sometimes the fencing would
| That year, the wall celebrates its tenth
birthday. My first impression in the hot
August weather: the city seems almost
completely abandoned, as empty as I always
imagined the other side to be. Other shock: it
is not East Berlin that is imprisoned, but the
West, the “open society.” In my imagination,
stupidly, the wall was a simple, majestic
north-south divide; a clean, philosophical
demarcation; a neat, modern Wailing
Wall. I now realize that it encircles the city,
paradoxically making it “free.” It is 165
kilometers long and confronts all of Berlin’s
conditions, including lakes, forests, periphery;
parts of it are intensely metropolitan, others
suburban.
Also, the wall is not stable; and it is not a single
entity as I thought. It is more a situation, a
permanent, slow-motion evolution, some
of it abrupt and clearly planned, some of it
improvised.
As if time is an accordion -a Disney
archaeology- all of its successive physical
manifestations seem simultaneously present in
this deserted city…’ |

This antithesis utilizes a series of capriccios
drawn and kept as fragmented souvenirs
through the eyes and memories of a paranoiaccritical student-tourist traveling the City of
London. These series of memory souvenirs
coalesce into an exquisite corpse representative
of my experiences and perceptions of the
present complex realities of London. The result
is a modern reinterpretation of the Grand Tour
Travel Journal presented as a living drawing
which spans multiple modes of media.

“
| ‘...Intuition, unhappiness with the
accumulated innocence of the late sixties, and
simple journalistic interest drive me to Berlin
(by plane, train, car, foot? In my memory, I’m
suddenly there) to document The Berlin Wall
as Architecture. |

KOOLHAAS’ FIELD TRIP
A(A) MEMOIR (First and Last…)
choice excerpts
Figure 1: Gerhard Richter ‘Abstract Painting’

with excitement of travel, it may be incorrect
on many different levels. The first step in
preparation for arrival is an admittance and
understanding that my entire idea of the city,
as well as potential proposal, may immediately
blow up into a field of ruins. With this first
semester of thesis I have attempted to build
a loose and dynamic framework, body of
knowledge, and set of tools, to take with me as
a robust lens to analyze the city with, and to
eventually propose and execute an appropriate
and successful thesis project.

in particular on the ideas of ‘Bigness’ and
exploration of the city through the eyes of a
paranoiac highly critical tourist; fragments
became my own memory-event-experience
souvenirs becoming my understood reality of
London in fragments.

“One of the basic situationist practices is
the derive [literally: “drifting”], a technique
of rapid passage through varied ambiances.
Derives involve playful-constructive behavior
and awareness of psycho-geographical effects,
and are thus quite different from the classic
notions of journey or stroll. In a derive one
or more persons during a certain period drop
their relations, their work and leisure activities,

or relative reinterpretation of the laws of
perspective. This I also explore throughout my
on-site sketching and drawing explorations,
as well as my final format exquisite corpse of
architectural capriccios.

Figure 9: Giovanni Batista Piranesi (b1720 Treviso), Campo Marzio
dell’Antica Rome. Accessed: 4/27/2019

We developed and executed our urban
research through various assignments
including preparation of shared PDF
documents, in class presentations, planned
class tours, practiced sketching techniques, as
well as a designed “derive”.

Figure 8: Giovanni Batista Piranesi (Imaginary Prison Vll), Carceri.
Accessed: 4/27/2019

KOOLHAAS’
Paranoiac-Critical Tourism of the Generic
City

4. Ibid, 3.

In an attempt to gear myself with a mindset of
experiencing the city in a very deep way from
a place without preconceptions, I read and
reflected upon Koolhaas’ paranoiac-critical
method, as well as Jun-Yang Wang’s analysis of
the method itself. Wang writes: “For Koolhaas,
paranoiac-critical method is a sequence of two
consecutive but discrete operations:

3. Koolhaas, Rem, Bruce Mau, Jennifer Sigler, and Hans Werlemann.
Small, Medium, Large, Extra-large: Office for Metropolitan Architecture,
Rem Koolhaas, and Bruce Mau. New York, NY: Monacelli Press, 1998.

Much of Koolhaas’ experience with his
field research of the wall was not as he had
originally imagined it would be. As previously
mentioned, I, too, have expectations in my
mind of what the City of London may (or
may not) be. It becomes difficult verging on
problematic to propose a particular physical
manifestation of an architectural proposal
for immediate deployment within the City of
London prior to experiencing the city. I have
therefore worked towards the development
of a lens through which I will familiarize
myself with London. I have also developed a
series of techniques by which I will produce
content to begin to develop a critique of the
existing urban framework. The gathering of
information through first hand exposure

In order to familiarize myself with the City
of London, I have participated in an official
university course offered to students who
will be traveling to London during the spring
semester of this year. Throughout the fall
semester we formed groups and conducted
in-depth research on the Greater London
boroughs in teams of two. I was fortunate
to be able to research the City of London
borough, as this is where I plan to deploy my
eventual architectural proposal for thesis.

Campo Marzio dell’Antica Roma was a choice of
site which was not a placeless project as was the
Carceri previously discussed, and it truly dug
into the architectural and archaeological history
of Rome. However, despite Marzio being about
a reconstruction of ancient Rome, Piranesi quite
purposely ignores, or does not give obvious
purpose to, any sort of historic or monumental
“center” of Rome. Ultimately Piranesi looked
to highlight a lack of spatial continuity as well
as a lack of systematically orderly structural
integration.
“Instead, a hodgepodge of
individual wills is at work, resulting in a
heterogeneous void, a chaotic senseless heap
of building objects that have little to do with
one another. Even in the areas composed with
geometric and hierarchic structures, such as
the double bend of the river which seems in
terms of plans and bird’s eye views to represent
the center of the area, the ‘extravagant diversity
of building types undermines the principles of
urban organization. A language of urban form
is thus first exaggerated and then transgressed...
...Taken as a whole, the Campus also violates
the very notion of the city walls as urban
boundaries. Abandoning the walled city
of ancient Rome, Piranesi’s Campo Marzio
appears to have no boundaries, as though able
to expand endlessly in all directions.” (ibid 14)

” (3)

“I had not known what to expect on this
journey. I had hoped to “do” the wall in a day
and then to explore the rest of the cit(ies).”
-Rem Koolhaas (4)

SITE RESEARCH
London Preparation Coursework

.....

| 6. ‘I had not known what to expect on this
journey. I had hoped to “do” the wall in a day
and then to explore the rest of the cit(ies). It
was so endless, I would say, that it could not be
measured. But its attraction was hypnotic. It
made me a serious student.’ |

The previous excerpts from Rem Koolhaas’
“Field Trip” are represented as they have
had a particular impact in the initial stages
of planning my research and positioning
in regards to my own eventual travel to
London. Among the first items I take note of
in reading “Field Trip” is Koolhaas’ mention
(one of many) of his preconceived ideas being
incorrect:

the second phase of my research project
through analysis and resulting production of
material to generate the main content of my
thesis.

abandoning the walled city of ancient Rome,
has a distinct parallel to my own departure from
a notion of a system that was dependent on the
historic walls of the original Londinum. By
freeing myself from this idea from first semester,
I have decentralized my ideas of any particular
center of London, also freeing my mind from a
notion that London IS something in particular.
Something with particular problems, particular
identities, and particular solutions.
This
was one step towards understanding such a
complex city of narrative as an exquisite corpse
of fragments. The next steps were to continue
to dig into the work and writing of Koolhaas,

| 5. ‘...Its range from the absolute, the
regular, to the deformed was an unexpected
manifestation of a formless “modern”alternately strong and weak, imposition
and residue, Cartesian and chaotic, all its
seemingly different states merely phases of the
same essential project.’ |

FRAMING TRAVEL
Self-preparation

The notion of a lack of a particular center, and

and mass…. In narrowly architectural terms,
the wall was not an object but an erasure,
a freshly created absence. For me, it was a
first demonstration of the capacity of the
void-of nothingness-to “function” with more
efficiency, subtlety, and flexibility than any
object you could imagine in its place.’ |

1. The synthetic reproduction of the paranoiac’s
way of seeing the world in a new light - with its
rich harvest of unsuspected correspondences,
analogies and patterns;
AND
2. The compression of these gaseous
speculations to a critical point where they
achieve the density of fact: the critical part
of the method consists of the fabrication
of objectifying “souvenirs” of the paranoid
tourism, of concrete evidence that brings the
“discoveries” of those excursions back to the
rest of mankind, ideally in forms as obvious
and undeniable as snapshots.”

REM lectured with OMA & Madelon
Vriesendorp on the construction of the
Paranoid-Critical Method of seeing the city
based upon Dali and Le Corbusier, along with
surrealist and modern methods. Below is a
poster for REM’s such lectures on Dali and
Corbusier.

time to pursue the city through direct
experience and complete immersion.
Attempting to find a solution to a particular
problem was no longer the focus. As Wang
stated: ‘What the city was (in my mind) is no
longer the primary concern; nor is what the
city should be (in my mind).’ Instead I needed
to begin discovering what the city actually is,
in all of its socio-political, infrastructural, and
cultural complexities; as well as what it was to
me.

FIELD TRIP & GRAND TOUR
In London

...
“What the city was is no longer the primary
concern; nor is what the city should be.
Dismissing these two questions, he tries
instead to discover what the city actually is.”
(15)

j

Figure 10: ‘Poster for Rem’s Lecture on Dali & Corbusier’ REM &
Madelon Vriesendorp co-illustrated 70-75. https://madelonvriesendorp.com/2014/11/oma-watercolours-and-acrylics/

Rem Koolhaas’ (1944-) thesis proposal,
‘Exodus - or the Voluntary Prisoners of
Architecture’ written and executed alongside
Madelon Vreisendorp, Elia Zenghelis, and Zoe
Zenghelis, explores the architectural matter of
the Berlin Wall, transposed to a (then) present
time London. In the represented plan (figure
3) the collaged strip of zones represent various
areas of activity inside the architectural oasis
within the larger behavioral sink of greater

PRECEDENT RESEARCH
EXODUS | FUN PALACE

Upon my arrival to London, I really did realize
that my original idea of what the city was, did
not at all match the true reality. My imagined
idea of scale, adjacencies, street dynamics, etc,
were far from what I was now experiencing. I
realized at that point in time that it was now

5. McDonough, Thomas. The Dérive and Situationist Paris. In Situationists: Art, Politics, Urbanism, edited by Libero Andreotti‐Xavier
Costa. Barcelona: Actar, Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona,
1996.

physical means of observation and hand
documentation of buildings around Lincoln,
which is meant to parallel a similar course
sketchbook during the spring semester in
London. The London Preparation course
has aligned well with my thesis research,
and has served well in reinforcing my own
preparations for the aforementioned time
abroad.

Figure 3: City of London planned Derive Map
+ Geometry

So, I set off on my field trip.. Throughout
the course of the second semester, I was
enamored with the city with a desire to
dissect and construct a greater, more honest,
understanding through living. I walked and
ran many miles. I took public transportation.
I rode the train, the bus, bicycle, streetscooters, the underground, taxis, and ubers
among other modes of transportation. Each
with their own distinct pace. This had a direct
implication for the way I perceived various
environments as pace has a fairly direct
correlation with time, or at least an expected
correlation with time save unforeseen
interruptions or circumstance.
It is difficult to even address particular areas
throughout greater London by the names
given to them. Names given to sections of
land with imaginary boundaries, determining

3. Koolhaas, Rem, Bruce Mau, Jennifer Sigler, and Hans Werlemann.
Small, Medium, Large, Extra-large: Office for Metropolitan Architecture,
Rem Koolhaas, and Bruce Mau. New York, NY: Monacelli Press, 1998.

The derive, dialogue, research, and practice
of various techniques of documentation, is
meant to better prepare us for our arrival,
so that we will have the tools and necessary
initial knowledge to begin research and
documentation immediately. We have also
had required sketchbook exercises during the
fall semester to practice development of

and all of their other usual motives for
movement and action, and let themselves be
drawn by the attractions of the terrain and
the encounters they find there. Chance is
a less important factor in this activity than
one might think: from a derive point of view
cities have psycho-geographical contours, with
constant currents, fixed points and vortexes
that strongly discourage entry into or exit
from certain zones.” (5) We were tasked to
overlay geometry on our particular borough
in order to create a route which we must walk
and map for guided personal experience in
the Spring semester. This route is determined
by following as closely as possible the overlaid
geometry, which is to have no direct relation
to the organization of the existing urban
environment on which it is laid. It is often
found the best experiences are born out of
resulting happen-chance dynamic scenarios
in attempting to make the overlaid geometry
work. Figure 3 shows the derive as was
originally worked out for the City of London.
The cyan path is representative of the original
derive geometry, and was devised from a
series of selected point locations that visually
depicted evidence of a public location such as
a park, garden, or protected historic area.

GRAND TOUR, EXQUISITE CORPSE

7. Ibid, 6.

FIELD TRIP & GRAND TOUR
In London

6. Koolhaas, Rem, Bruce Mau, Jennifer Sigler, and Hans Werlemann.
Small, Medium, Large, Extra-large: Office for Metropolitan Architecture, Rem Koolhaas, and Bruce Mau. New York, NY: Monacelli Press,

“...this was the schematic profile. But in acts
of obvious realism, it was not imposed on the
city as a consistent formula. The wall swelled
to assume its maximum identity wherever
possible, but along more than half its length,
its regularity was compromised in a series
of systematic adaptations that accommodate
existing urban incidents or dimensional
conflicts. Sometimes the parallel layers of the
wall would separate, swallowing, for instance,

less to my understanding of the city than the
fragmented events that would take place in
locations as I was a touring visitor. Though
I did end up connecting events to the given
names of the boroughs as well as the history
included with each particular area.

“After all attempts to interrupt this undesirable
migration had failed, the authorities of the
bad part made desperate and savage use of
architecture: they built a wall around the
good part of the city, making it completely
inaccessible to their subjects. The wall was a
masterpiece. Originally no more than some
pathetic strings of barbed wire abruptly
dropped on the imaginary line of the border,
its psychological and symbolic effects were
infinitely more powerful than its physical
appearance. The Good Half, now glimpsed

A field trip and grand tour became the main
means by which I would craft not only my
understanding of the new world around me,
but also my argument for another method
for conducting and participating in an
architectural thesis for university.

Koolhaas’ decision to manifest this new
interpretation of the wall in Exodus as
a uniform, immovable, and consistent
formula seems to reinforce the non-physical
psychological effects of the wall as being
oppressive, carrying the weight of history more
directly on its shoulders, reinforcing critique.
When Koolhaas had visited Berlin, it was
surprising that the Berlin Wall itself was not
actually a uniform existence, but one which
was very situational and contextual in nature.
Where the wall met existing buildings, the
buildings became a part of the wall. Windows
and doors were bricked in. A second wall was
developed, such that a no-man’s land of

...
“Although at first sight the metaphorical
message of these proposals may seem to
dominate practical considerations, this is not
another Utopian tale. The zone can be built
today (if necessary in segments, perhaps with a
modified location, perhaps with the segments
dropped like stones, apart from each other,
and only connected by the overlapping ripples
caused by their impact on the urban pond,
i.e. like true social condensers). It requires a
fundamental belief in cities as the incubators
of social desires, the synthetic materializations
of all dreams. If people were allowed to
become acquainted with Architecture they
would decide to re-appropriate the physical
and ideological decay of our Urban Societies
and to rehabilitate their promises with the
metropolitan ideal and lifestyle.”
...

Documentation would happen both on site as
well as off site, mediums changing as well as
format as time passed and I grew in knowledge
and awareness both of what London ‘was’ but
also who I was.

Figure 4: Exodus - or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture, Plan;

interplay between the two walls shrunk and
swelled where necessary. He follows with
a conclusion to the thesis, that calls on a
fundamental belief in cities ability to exist as
true incubators of social desires:

Historically, the grand tour was a trip to
Europe taken by students who were able to
find means or sponsorships to do so. A large
value was placed on the act of the grand tour
for the direct exposure to cultural, historical,
social, and political ongoings of ‘other’ places
from which they were. It also offered great
exposure to music, art, architecture, and life,
only accessible by full immersion offered
through living in a place abroad. Grand tours
could last anywhere from as little as a few
months to as long as a few years depending
upon the topics being studied, the individual,
and the supporting sponsorship for funding
travel. This travel would often include places
like England, Paris, Italy, Germany, among
many others depending on the individual
traveling.

only over the forbidding obstacle from
an agonizing distance, became even more
irresistible. Those trapped, left behind in
the gloomy Bad Half, became obsessed with
vain plans for escape. Hopelessness reigned
supreme on the wrong side of the Wall. As
so often before in this history of mankind,
architecture was the guilty instrument of
despair.” (7) Just as with the Berlin wall, which
Koolhaas had spent so much time exploring,
there is a history of oppressive despair
architecturally manifest within the wall which
had a huge effect which acted in opposition
to its original intent: to keep people out.
That which is made inaccessible to someone,
becomes all that more desirable. Koolhaas
turned these concepts over, to critique the city,
desirability, and the original Berlin Wall. This
also brings to the table discussions of freedom,
the individual, and the collective, among many
other topics.

I have looked to pair the grand tour with the
idea of the exquisite corpse. As I was traveling
London, I understood each event, place, and
experience to be completely new and unique.
Each recollection become a fragment of
experience with an associated location, event,
participants, environment, time, thoughts, and
perceptions. Before I began to understand
London as one potential whole, I was building
a library of fragments through the act of direct
participation, or full immersion. Each event
which transpired as a sketch or drawing,
caused change within me in some way. One
might argue such a change

London. The strip acts as a voluntarily
partitioned zone in which people find shelter
within the prison of a metropolitan megascale. “Exodus proposes a walled city in a
long strip, with tall barriers that cut through
London’s urban fabric—an intervention
designed to create a new urban culture
invigorated by architectural innovation and
political subversion.” (6)

results in a new individual altogether.
With this line of thinking, the collective of
fragments when considered as a whole exist
as an exquisite corpse, or ‘a method by which
a collection of words or images is collectively
assembled.’ or ;a collaborative drawing
approach first used by surrealist artists to
create bizarre and intuitive drawings.’ (16)
I began to build an understanding and
character embodied in these drawn fragments.
These fragments would assemble and build
relations in my mind as I continued to walk
the city. At times I would make very large
connections where groups of these fragments
would come together to map a considerably
large area of understanding. These things
would ‘click’ and suddenly my understanding
of these places would grow immensely through
direct experience and the act of mapping
through experiential drawing.
The act of collaging these drawings and
experiences seemed to begin to span the
initial divide between my explorations of first
semester and second semester. I realized that
cut-ups, collaging, and montaging also existed
at the heart of the grand tour travel journal,
exquisite corpse, and architectural capriccios.
Now it was about absorbing the city in all of
its detail, complexities, and intricacies, and
allowing it to produce through me a body of
work that was self enigmatic as well as telling
of my grand tour and travels over the past few
months.

THE ARCHITECTURAL CAPRICCIO
Canaletto, Gandy, Soane

The Capriccio, or ‘capricci’ as Canaletto
brought to life while on the Grand Tour, is a
‘pictorial ‘invention’ creating an imaginary
or analogue reality by combining existing
buildings or places with imaginary ones,
shifting or re-organizing their locations and
their groupings into uniquely suggestive
visions. In fact what characterizes the
capriccio is: truth, reality and realism. It
enhances a formidable potential of life and
livability in beautifully composed, complex
and memorable environments, places,
landscapes, and buildings which only exist in
the realm of desire...The realm of desire is the
realm of life...’ (17)
Just as Canaletto utilized the capriccio as a
form of exquisite architectural imaginary, so
did Joseph Michael Gandy. Gandy’s work
is highly influential within the realm of
architectural discourse broadening discussions
surrounding the modern assumptions of
chronological ordering of time, , as discussed
in ‘Trans-historical Architecture’: ‘Gandy’s
particularly modern form of comparative
architecture was also intended to create
a sense of wonder within the viewer. In
contrast to the architect’s written treatise, the
remaining part of his visual treatise does not
follow a chronological imperative. Here, the
conventional chronology of historical time and

the placement of buildings within their
stylistic historical space implodes. When
viewed at such a collapsed temporal and
comparative manner, Gandy isolates the
common characteristics of form and presents
them to the viewer. Following the implosion,
this universe of form explodes, during
which time Gandy gathers the fragments
of architecture and once again reassembles
them.’ (18)
Canaletto and Gandy both explored the
architectural cappricci through hand drawn
illustration, paints, drawings, and sketches.
In a similar vein the works of Piranesi can
be recalled and drawn into this discussion,
especially when considering his series of
imaginary prisons. Just as these individuals
brought together parts, pieces, and fragments
into a new architectural existence, Sir John
Soane did in a similar fashion with his own
home. The home, through the presentation of
many different fragments, forced adjacencies,
and collective fluidity, becomes another
form of an exquisite corpse, travel journal of
physical sketches (objects), and architectural
capriccio imaginary.
What is displayed in the following pages is a
series of both analogue and digital drawings I
have produced throughout this past semester
while abroad. Each image drawn, analogue
and digital, is a fragment representative of the
particular moment I was a direct participant
in throughout the semester. There are also
presented series of capriccios analogue and
digital.
18. Ibid, 17.

9. Price, C. (2003). Cedric Price: The square
book. Chichester: Wiley-Academy.

17. “The Architectural Capriccio”, by Lucien
Steil, Ashgate 2013

“Central to Price’s practice was the belief that
Fun Palace shares an intriguing dialogue with
Koolhaas’ Exodus as a particular form of a
new social condenser, however it had every
intention of being built, while Exodus did
not. The site was not far off from Exodus, as
Fun Palace came very close to fruition upon
various sites throughout and adjacent to
the City of London and River Thames. The
decision to analyze and explore Fun Palace as a
second precedent is not to take a focused look
at the technological implications of the project,
such as Price’s clear interest in cybernetics,
but to take a look at the social and collective
aspects of the project. The project might
manifest in many different particular formal
outcomes dependent on the time and context
it is decidedly placed within. Part of studying
such a precedent as this laboratory of fun, is to
consider it as a potential framework for a total
system, re imagined and deployed dynamically
throughout a future City of London.

CEDRIC PRICE
Fun Palace
Figure 6: Fun Palace Conceptual Perspective, Cedric Price

through the correct use of new technology
the public could have unprecedented control
over their environment, resulting in a building
which could be responsive to visitors’ needs
and the many activities intended to take
place there.” (8) It is this individual and
collective control, coupled with a lack of
rigid deterministic structure, that I am most
interested in exploring through my proposal.
A fragmented system of floating fun palaces
open to a complete and total cross-pollination
of any and all programs depending upon given
urban contextual situations. “Choose what
you want to do - or watch someone else doing
it. Learn how to handle tools, paint, babies,
machinery, or just listen to your favorite tune.
Dance, talk or be lifted up to where you can
see how other people make things work. Sit
out over space with a drink and tune in to
what’s happening elsewhere in the city. Try
starting a riot or beginning a painting - or
just lie back and stare at the sky.” (9) The
way in which Price begins to descriptively
narrate portions of his drawings and project
begins to reveal the freedom he seeks to
enable with such a design. This acts against
the type of deployment Koolhaas was seeking,
though Koolhaas aimed to critique the urban
environment though the extreme other and
displacement, while Price looked for new
urban potentials of social and architectural
enablement, mobility, and freedom. Both
projects explore desire and freedom, in vastly
different ways.

16. Tate. “Cadavre Exquis (exquisite Corpse) – Art Term.”
Tate. Accessed April 28, 2019. https://www.tate.org.uk/art/
art-terms/c/cadavre-exquis-exquisite-corpse.

Figure 5: Fun Palace Conceptual Diagram, Cedric Price

a church. Sometimes the fencing would
surround, like a tiger cage in a circus, a forlorn
satellite of Westerness so that a nine-year-old
could bicycle to school every morning…” (8)
The wall’s inability to be imposed on the city
of Berlin as a consistent formula is revealing
of a particular ‘situationality’ of any urban
city. When stripped from the context of the
Berlin Wall, such dynamic characteristics
could become advantageous when considering
the potential introduction of an architecture
which operates at the level of many individual
instances, relative to shifting environments
and happen chance encounters. Such dynamic
environments and inhabitants requires an
architecture which embodies the dynamics of a
fluid system of social and physical encounters,
able to shift and change in order to enable
users as oppose to hinder or imprison users.
An architectural system of the technocratic
which enables a sense of usefulness and a
design-ability for all participants, a system not
so dissimilar to Cedric Price’s Fun Palace, re
imagined at the urban scale. (Figure 5)

Connections to these precedent projects
become vital in defining and shaping the
initial stages of planning an initial deployment
and site. The City of London is in close
proximity to both Cedric Price’s Fun Palace,
and Koolhaas’ Exodus. The City of London
began as a small outpost for trade deemed
Londinium, dated to the invasion of the
Romans in roughly 43 AD. In order to better
fortify Londinium, a wall was constructed,
beginning and ending on the River Thames.
This same wall today remains, swallowed up by
the modern city. There are existing fragments
of the wall that have either been intentionally
preserved, or remain due to location and
resilience. There is a path that can be re-traced
by mapping these existing fragments of wall,
though London has expanded far beyond
this original Londinium Wall. It is along the
remaining fragments and vestiges of this wall
that this thesis proposal will begin to form.
Though this new system may follow the same
path, it is not with intent to fortify through
division, but to reconsider the existing urban
condition as an endless social condenser, re
imagined through the careful analysis of Fun
Palace and Exodus.

PRECEDENT DEPLOYMENTS
Exodus & Fun Palace
To better understand both Koolhaas’ Exodus

and Price’s Fun Palace, on top of analyzing
through reading and writing, I have also
recreated each project through my own
lens and techniques. Each was developed
through the use of moving image (such as
film and animation), still image (collage),
three dimensional modeling (Rhino3D,
AutodeskRevit, UnrealEngine, Substance
Designer), and 2D computer drawings.
The work and imagery will be displayed at
length towards the end (middle) of this thesis
document publication.

RUSSIAN AVANT-GARDE
Suprematism, Malevich, Lissitzky-Ideology which establishes a turn from, or
active thought against, the status quo, the
Avant-Garde. Namely, I have explored and
expressed great interest in the movements of
the Russian Avant-Garde as a means to rethink
a potential future system integral to London’s
socio-political and infrastructural future. A
system of architectons set to motion, freeing
themselves of the rigidity of the traditional
immovable resolute traditional buildings of
the city. I have studied the works of Kazimir
Malevich, El Lissitzky, Lazar Khidekel, Yakov
Chernikoc, Ivan Leonidov, Vladimir Tatlin, the
Vesnin Brothers, among other relevant works
of the Russian Avant-Garde, this semester.
Russian avant-garde architecture really saw
a rise during the early 1900’s during a time
of socio-political upheaval and sentiments of
revolution. Arts have historically and

traditionally served as a means for humans to
express thoughts, ideas, and communications
toward things which are imagined,
unobtainable, or aspirations; something to
look to or eventually fulfill. Often times
the work is synonymous with the idea of
utopia, a project which was often socially and
structurally in tangibility of the time, but was
expressive of hopeful futures, or plausible
states of perfection.
Suprematism, as it relates to art and closely to
architecture, looks at principles of a reduction
of geometry to the composing of twodimensional shapes along a plane. Depending
on the designer or artist, particular palettes of
color were used with meaning, while others
were not. Most notably, Kazimir Malevich
worked within the realm of Suprematism. He
also developed a manifesto From Cubism to
Suprematism while simultaneously producing
work such as his most famous Black Square.
The Black Square explores the concept of a
tabula rasa or complete erasure from which
to start anew, also an attempt to explore a
complete non-objectivity. “[Black Square
is meant to evoke] the experience of pure
non-objectivity in the white emptiness of a
liberated nothing.” (10)
El Lissitzky was a close student of Malevich,
and further developed a language and
extension of the principles of Suprematism.
His further development of the movement
heavily influenced the eventual progression of
the Constructivist and Bauhaus movements in
both art and architecture.

Flask, Dominic. “El Lissitzky.” Design Is History. Accessed April 27, 2019.
http://www.designishistory.com/1920/el-lissitzky/.

SKETCHES, DRAWiNGS, &
DOCUMENTATION

INITIAL SITE DEPLOYMENT
Londinium as Field for distribution

Fundamentally, the jump or transition from
a two-dimensional planar composition of
shapes and figures to three-dimensional
readings of axonometric projections allowed
for the creation of physical models. Some of
these physical models included architectons,
designed and reconsidered objects, as well as
some of the first architectural projects in this
design language. Lazar Khidekel, an artist
and visionary in the field of Suprematism,
worked through this transition from the twodimensional to the three-dimensional, helping
shift the language beyond art into the realm of
architecture. His system of architectons, and
Malevich’s Arkhitektoniki (11), were largely
influential on my development of the first
semester proposal of a ‘Fun Palace system of
Architectons’ which would span the length and
depth of the City of London at large. It can
be seen in the collection of images included
in this document that I worked through a
series of Suprematist paintings and sketches
as well as worked in three dimensions with 3d
modeling software to create these architectonic
systems for use in animation and film-making
software.

would argue that this fits will with a proposal
that was self-evidently utopic at its core. There
was pointed discussion surrounding the
usefulness of such a marriage of aesthetic and
historic architectural content. It was brought
to light that perhaps the idea of Utopie or
Utopia might always be destined to fail; that it
was simply an overly-optimistic subset of goals
never able to be reached due to the failings
of the nature of the human being. The idea
of the romanticized anesthetization of my
project at this point, left much to be desired as
well as much to be answered. This may have
been revealing of my naivety leading into the
second semester of thesis.

REPRESNTATION & AESTHETICS
Chernikov, Vesnin Brothers, & Leonidov

Leonidov often utilized base principles of pure
geometries and an underlying principle based
on interpreted inherent motion. Unification of
the circle (the collective), and such unification
set into visual motion when rectangular
bodies are drawn off axis with various weight
and width. Chernikov, a near friend or
acquaintance of Malevich, represented his
visions of futurist works through colorfully
vivid representations of fantasies in works like

The fall semester final critique brought
up make good points of discussion, one
important one questioning a consideration of
aesthetics of visual representation. What I had
shown heavily utilized painted imagery of the
picturesque, sublime, and nostalgia. Some
11. Malevich, Kazimir (1927). The Non-Objective World. Munich.

Though, for progress, it might be argued the
idea of utopic optimism is essential whether
fully realized or not. I looked to the aesthetics
and logic behind the representations of
Leonidov, Vesnin, and Chernikov, among
many others. Could this offer a new avenue
to represent a project looking for a new mass
participatory socio-political cohesion to take
place in my proposed future architectonic
systems?

his “101 Architectural Fantasies” published in
1933. It is documented that Chernikhov had
produced roughly 17,000 drawings throughout
his working lifetime, many of which were
rendered in fine colour plate printing, while
others were hand drawn in various mediums.
(12)

Figure 7: Iakov Chernikhov, Fantastic composition, 1929-1931,
composition 5

Perhaps I could not only pull from the
foundational collective concepts evident
in such Suprematist works of the Russian
Avent-Garde, but I could also continue to
develop the aesthetic logic as an extension in
my own work. It was discussed that perhaps
as I travel London, I begin to reinterpret its
very existence in a series of one-hundred
illustrations following an aesthetic exploration
of Iakov Chernikhov, not dissimilar to his 101
Architectural Fantasies
12. Mercatorfonds, Antwerp and Eaton, Ruth. 2001. Ideal Cities:
Utopianism and the (Un)Built Environment, pp.193-194. ISBN 906153-475-5.

COLLAGE CULTURE, MONTAGE, FILM
Brion Gysin, William Burroughs, Gordon
Matta-Clark-Collage culture and TO MAKE A DADAIST
POEM. This is, more or less, the most
consistent part of my full year experience
through the entirety of my thesis explorations.
The union of parts or fragments in various
ways across many different mediums to tell a
particular narrative. The very essence of my
thesis is based upon the notion of an Exquisite
Corpse, the Cut-Up techniques of the likes
of Tristan Tzara, William S. Burroughs, and
Brion Gysin. There is also a notion of the
“in-between” spaces once things have been
brought together or presented to the world
as a whole. This notion of the in-between is
explored through projects such as Gordon
Matta-Clark’s Conical Intersects, which is
what I have been exploring as a means to stitch
together this system of Fun Palace architectons
into the existing urban fabric of the City of
London.
Though the foundations of the Cut-Up and
Fold-In techniques were born in a literary
context, the same base ideologies have been
spread and utilized throughout many different
creative disciplines, almost as if it is a magic
type of process which alchemizes bits and
pieces into something even more theoretically
valuable than its original disparate parts.
The Cut-Ups technique made its way into the
world of film with Antony Balch and William
Burroughs through their collaborative efforts

working together on a film called ‘The CutUps’ which entailed the cutting up of many
bits of original film for a documentary and
rearranging it in an entirely random order
with no control over the content’s reassembly.
(13) Of course control over technique was
necessary as film needed to be meticulously
cut and re-stitched back together into a
whole that could then be displayed once
again through projection. The film had its
first public viewing in London during the late
60’s. Public reception was nowhere near a
success, as the film tended to make its viewers
confused and at times nauseous; however
its exploration in an early method of collage
and montage proved invaluable to the future
of film and animation in regard to overall
assemblages from technique to narrative
transitions.

BRIDGE BETWEEN SEMESTERS
Collage, Montage, Exquisite-Corpse, & The
City
This line of thinking become the bridge
between my first and second semester
explorations. Two fragments, of fragments,
brought together through the union of
concept. My interests in the foundations
of film, animation, collage, and montage,
were also found within a city of such vast
complexities, that what I needed to do was
turn to discovering the fragments of the
city of endless narrative and potential. As
koolhaas’ expectations of his travels to Berlin
were entirely dismantled, so too were my
expectations of London.
13. “An Appraisal of the Films of William Burroughs, Brion Gysin,
and Anthony Balch in terms of Recent Avant Garde Theory – Bright
Lights Film Journal”. brightlightsfilm.com. 1 February 2003.
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